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Dude, to even contemplate that shit while being in thailand is like playing russian roulette with your freedom. One time I
walked into about 20 different Pharmacy's in Bangkok asking for Valium and got turned down every time. Valium and
xannax are easy to get. The worst thing is the Police over there are so fucking bent it's astounding. I'll echo, the cops are
corrupt as all hell, and I wouldn't risk anything illegal. Koh Samui was the best for pharmacy items. Sources to anything
Links to anything some HR-related items are allowed Prices. If you buy off a motorcycle taxi guy. As long as you ask
nicely and dress respectably they will be more willing to help you out. Choice is yours Aroberson I spent quite a bit of
time in Thailand over 2 years ago. I got a really bad ear ache there and went to some pharmacists in bangkok. Cambodia
is alot more lax still be very careful though. Results 1 to 11 of There's a good fucking chance it wont end up like you
planned.Oct 7, - OctoberSix. Bangkok, Thailand. Level Contributor. 15, posts. 28 reviews. Save Reply. 9. Re: Buying
Prescription Drugs in Thailand?? Oct 7, , AM. Boots, most likely, will be one who won't sell it OTC. He'll have to go to
a mom-n-pop pharmacy. Antibiotics are readily sold without rubeninorchids.com results from rubeninorchids.com Feb
15, - I buy cheap meds in Thailand but my needs are pretty lightweight, so I turned to a friend, Greg Miller, who was
injured when deep sea diving for the US .. B.E. (): Codeine, Dextropropoxyphene, Dihydrocodeine, Fentanyl,
Hydrocodone, Hydromorphone, Methadone, Morphine, Oxycodone and. OxyContin in Thailand Chiang Mai forum.
Find answers to your questions in the Chiang Mai forum. Blogs, pictures, forum Chiang Mai on rubeninorchids.com
May 6, - phuketrichard Phuket, Thailand. Level Contributor. 4, posts. 52 reviews. Save Reply. 7. Re: Buying Diazipam /
Valium from pharmacies in BKK. 7 May , PM. many Pharmacy's will only sell to those they know;. if u paid baht for 10
were grossly over charged here in phuket there 10 baht. Using, Buying & Selling Anabolic Steroids. Thailand has a
reputation as a steroid haven for bodybuilders, with all sorts of body enhancing drugs available over the counter. But be
careful, because steroids could land you a jail sentence, even though you may be readily sold the drugs by a willing
pharmacy. Anabolic steroids. Aug 28, - CityNews The synthetic opioid, Tramadol, which is widely available in
Thailand without a prescription has been abused for some time in western countries such as the USA. The drug, along
with stronger opiates like Vicodan and Oxycontin, can be bought at online pharmacies, or from people pretending to. Im
going to thailand/bangkok for 3 months i wanted to ask if there is anyway to get some opiate painpills while there? i
know you can get tramadol otc but thats pretty weak shit, and fucking with h there is suicide, im gonna go to cambo to
smoke some opium for sure but only gonna be there about a week. Since a knee operation in my doctor in the US has
been prescribing percocet (oxycodone 5/) for the regular I can no longer go back to the US due to other health reasons
and have had no joy in trying to get the same script. in rubeninorchids.com docs here on . Advanced Member; Charlie
Cheap. for Bangkok, Berlin, Thailand. Level Contributor. 18 posts. 34 reviews. Save Reply. Re: Buying Prescription
Drugs in Thailand?? 17 Nov , Officially, selling valium without prescription is illegal. By selling them to you, that
pharmacy is telling you they are not reputable. I would be worried that the pills are Missing: oxycodone. We ship
Oxycodone to Thailand with USPS Regular Airmail ( business days) or USPS Fast EMS ( business days). The order will
be delivered to you anywhere in Thailand in discreet package. You can use our approximate currency calculator to buy
Oxycodone with Thailand currency - Baht.
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